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Coulomb blockage of hybridization in two-dimensional DNA arrays
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~Received 23 April 2002; published 17 October 2002!

Experiments on DNA microarrays have revealed substantial differences in hybridization thermodynamics
between DNA free in solution and surface tethered DNA. Here we develop a mean field model of the Coulomb
effects in two-dimensional DNA arrays to understand the binding isotherms and thermal denaturation of the
double helix. We find that the electrostatic repulsion of the assayed nucleic acid from the array of DNA probes
dominates the binding thermodynamics, and thus causes the Coulomb blockage of the hybridization. The
results explain, observed in DNA microarrays, the dramatic decrease of the hybridization efficiency and the
thermal denaturation curve broadening as the probe surface density grows. We demonstrate application of the
theory for evaluation and optimization of the sensitivity, specificity, and the dynamic range of DNA array
devices.
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Broad interest in DNA arrays and their growing use
computing, genetics, medicine, and drug discovery@1# is
connected with their ability to perform massive parallel s
quence analyses of polymeric nucleic acid. DNA microarra
were introduced as a revolutionary technological devel
ment of solution hybridization assays based on formation
a double helix to a surface immobilized single-strand DN
probe according to Watson-Crick pairing rules. In a sing
microarray experiment, the hybridization is performed w
up to hundreds of thousands of different probes produc
tremendous volume of information on the assayed polym
DNA sequence strings and their abundance in tested ta
Typically, a DNA microarray contains 107– 1010 DNA probe
molecules of each sequence to be tested immobilized
;50-mm-diameter spot on a prepared glass surface, and
may include about 104– 105 different probe spots per cm2.
Usually, the probes are oligonucleotides of 8–80 bases lo
tethered by one end through a linker molecule to the surfa
DNA microbeads are similar to microarrays, but the prob
are tethered to a micron size glass bead surface@2#.

Experiments on DNA arrays have revealed substantial
ferences in hybridization thermodynamics of DNA free
solution and surface tethered DNA. The main observati
include a considerable decrease in the thermodynamic st
ity of the DNA duplex on the surface with a concomita
suppression of the thermal denaturation temperature of
duplex into single strands and a dramatic broadening of
thermal denaturation~duplex melting! curve @3–5#. Recent,
more detailed experiments demonstrated that these ef
grow as the surface density of probes increases@6,7#. Al-
though for common experimental conditions these phen
ena can adversely affect the DNA array performance by s
pression of the sensitivity and ability to detect mutatio
they are not well understood. In contrast to a large exp
mental effort, the theoretical analysis of DNA arrays@8# has
got much less attention. We previously considered the ef
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of the nucleic acid–surface electrostatic interaction on
thermodynamics of the surface hybridization@9,10#. This
theory used an analytical solution of the linearized Poiss
Boltzmann boundary value problem for a charged sphe
surface interaction in electrolyte solution, and correspond
the system characterized by a low surface density of imm
bilized probes. In this paper, we focus on different types
electrostatic interactions in DNA arrays, namely on the
pulsion between the immobilized probe layer, and on
assayed DNA. We show this interaction to dominate
binding phenomena and accounts for observed hybridiza
thermodynamics in DNA arrays on both glass and gold.

Consider formation of duplex~D! DNA by hybridization
of the dissolved nucleic acid target~T! with the surface teth-
ered DNA probe~P!. As the target concentrationC is kept
constant, this reversible reaction obeys first-order kinet
and thus the hybridization yieldu (0,u,1) at equilibrium
is given by@11#

u5
1

11C21 exp~DG/kT!
. ~1!

whereDG5DH2TDS is the duplex binding Gibbs free en
ergy; DH andDS are the binding enthalpy and entropy, r
spectively. As the binding free energyDG is independent of
u, Eq. ~1! corresponds to the well-known Langmuir adsor
tion isotherm. Here, to account for the screened electros
repulsion of the target from the probe array, we introduce
Gibbs free energies of interactionVD , VP , andVT for the
duplex, probe, and target, respectively. The interaction sh
the binding energyDG by (VD2VP2VT), and thus

DG5DG01VD2VP2VT , ~2!

whereDG0 is the binding free energy for low probe surfac
density when the repulsion is negligibly small. In additio
the repulsionVT.0 depletes targets near the probe arr
according to

C5C0 exp~2VT /kT!. ~3!

Substitution of Eqs.~2! and ~3! into Eq. ~1! gives

,
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u5
1

11C0
21 exp@~DG01VD2VP!/kT#

. ~4!

We evaluate the free energiesVD andVP in a model simi-
lar to our recent calculation of DNA electrostatic interacti
with charged metallic and dielectric surfaces in electrol
solution@10#. There we used the exact analytical solution
the linearized Poisson-Boltzmann~PB! equation for a
charged ion-penetrable sphere near the solution-solid in
face obtained by Ohshima and Kondo@12#. In the present
case, the linearized PB equation and the boundary condit
are

Df5k2f, outside the sphere and plane,

Df5k2f2~r/««0!, inside the sphere,

fur 5a15fur 5a2 , ] rfur 5a15] rfur 5a , on the sphere,

fuz5015fur 502 ,

]zfuz5012] rfuz50252s/««0 , on the plane. ~5!

Here 1/k5(««0kT/2n0e2)1/2 is the Debye screening lengt
for the relevant case of a monovalent electrolyte at conc
tration n0 , r is the local charge density inside the sphere
radius a, and s is the surface charge density on the pla
located atz50. This boundary value problem is similar t
the one solved by Ohshima and Kondo@12#, but differs in the
on-plane boundary condition. We solve it by the sa
method @10,12# and obtain the free energy of interactio
@13#,

V~h!5
2pasfs0 exp~2kh!

k
, ~6!

whereh is the distance between the sphere surface and pl
andfs0 is the unperturbed potential on the sphere’s surfa
which for an isotropic charge densityr(r ) is given by

fs05
exp~2ka!

««0ka E
0

a

rr~r !sinh~kr !dr. ~7!

Importantly, the repulsionV(h) in Eq. ~6! increases as the
hybridization proceeds because the charge of hybridized
gets contributes tos. Indeed,s5eZNP(11u), whereNP is
the surface density of probes,Z is the probe length~the num-
ber of bases!, and for simplicity, the target length is assum
to be the same. Therefore,

VD2VP5VsZNP~11u!, ~8!

where

Vs52pe~aDfD02aPfP0!/k ~9!

corresponds to a probe- and duplex-surface distanceh50 in
Eq. ~6!. Substitution of Eq.~8! in Eq. ~4! gives the hybrid-
ization adsorption isotherm
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12u
expS DG0

kT DexpFVsZNP~11u!

kT G . ~10!

This isotherm differs from the Langmuir isotherm, Eq.~1!,
by the factor exp@VsZNP(11u)/kT#, which accounts for repul-
sion of the assayed DNA from the probe layer.

How strong are these electrostatic repulsion effects
DNA microarrays? To answer the question we estimate
interactionVs . As we suggested previously@10#, the short
eight-base-pair DNA double helix of diameter 2 nm a
height 2.4 nm is modeled by a 1-nm-radius sphere. At typ
1M NaCl concentration, the Debye screening length is 1k
50.3 nm, and according to Eq.~7! the sphere’s potential is
fs05214 mV for uniformly distributed charge28e. Thus
Eq. ~9! givesVs52.6310215 J m2/mol for eight-pair length.
Assuming linear scaling, this value is interpolated to
310215 for a typical DNA microarray with probe oligo-
nucleotides 25 bases long. Although the model simplifies
repulsion of DNA inserted into the probe layer as a scree
charged sphere-plane interaction, this value is rather con
tent with independentVs estimates described below from th
experimental data.

Figure 1 shows the hybridization binding isothermu
5u(C) at different probe surface densities. The curves
calculated from Eq.~10! at room temperature, and typica
DNA array parametersZ525, Vs510214 J m2/mol. De-
crease of the hybridization efficiency in Fig. 1 with the pro
density is connected with the electrostatic repulsion increa
as the total density of probes~charge! grows as discussed
above. Interestingly, the decline from the Langmuir isothe
~curve forNP50) and suppression of hybridization start a
ready at a probe surface density of 1012 cm22 corresponding
to a mean interprobe distance of 10 nm, which is large co
pared to the DNA helix diameter of 2 nm. Thus the elect
static repulsion appears at lower probe densities compare

FIG. 1. Hybridization binding isotherm at different surface de
sity of 25-mer probe oligonucleotides. The curve number notes
surface density in 1012 probes/cm2 units. The number zero corre
sponds to the Langmuir isotherm.
5-2
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steric restrictions that become effective as the helices sta
overlap. The above theoretical results give a consistent
planation of experiments@7# on hybridization with 25-base
oligonucleotide probes at different probe surface densi
from 231012 to 1.231013 cm22. Figure 2 demonstrates th
fit of the experimental data by Eq.~10!, rewritten as

kT lnFC~12u!

u G5VsZNP~11u!1DG0 . ~11!

In accord with our theory, the experimental points follow t
linear ln@C(12u)/u# vs NP(12u) dependence with a slop
corresponding to Vs52.5310215 J m2/mol. This value
should be taken with caution because the data in Ref.@7# are
for a 30-min reaction time when the hybridization may n
have fully achieved equilibrium.

The temperature dependence of equilibrium hybridizat
determines the hybridization temperature to optimize
sensitivity and selectivity of the hybridization assay. In Fig
we present the melting curvesu(T) at different probe
surface densitiesNP calculated from Eq.~10!. We took the
parameters DH052608.2 kJ mol21 and DS0521.729
kJ mol21 K21 ~Ref. @14#!, n051M NaCl, C050.1 mM cor-
responding to an experimentally studied 20-mer he
dA20/dT20 ~Ref. @6#!. The remarkable result is the promine
suppression of the melting temperature and broadenin
the melting curve as the probe surface density increases.
prediction is in complete accord with numerous experime
@3–7# and provides a basis for their understanding. Phy
cally, in our picture, the target-probe layer repulsion cau
the Coulomb blockage of hybridization, and thus decrea
the melting temperature. In addition, since the repulsion
creases with the number of hybridized targets, the mel
curve becomes broader. Quantitatively, from Eq.~10! we get
for the melting temperature shiftDTm and additional broad-
eningDW,

FIG. 2. Linear fit by Eq.~11! of the experimental data@7#.
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3VsZNP

2DH013VsZNP
, DW5

2

3
DTm . ~12!

Here both the melting temperatureTm and width of the melt-
ing curve W5dT/du are defined at the middle pointu
51/2. Experimentally, in Ref.@6#, DTm528.5 K for a per-
fect matchdA20/dT20 and 212 K for the duplex with a
single mismatchd(A9GA10/dT20) at Np54.631012 cm22.
We use these two results to make two estimates, which
similar ~within 15% range! and average toVs51.1
310214 J m2/mol. This value supports the above theoretic
estimate of 8310215 J m2/mol.

FIG. 3. Melting curves fordA20/dT20 duplexes at different den
sities of the probe oligonucleotidesdT20. The curve number notes
the surface density in 1012 probes/cm2 units.

FIG. 4. Number of hybridized probes as a function of the n
malized target concentration at different surface density of 25-
probe oligonucleotides. The curve number notes the surface de
in 1012 probes/cm2 units. The inset shows the number of hybrids
probe surface density at the normalized target concentration of
5-3
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Next, we consider the effect of the Coulomb blockage
the sensitivity and dynamic range of DNA microarrays. F
ure 4 shows the number of hybridsuNP as a function of the
target concentration at different probe densitiesNP assuming
the same array parametersZ525, Vs510214 J m2/mol, and
room temperatureT5298 K as in Fig. 1. For microarray
assays in the low target concentration regime, the stron
signals correspond to a probe density of about 1012 cm22. As
seen in the inset of Fig. 4, the sensitivity peak is rather n
row, suggesting that the probe density in microarrays sho
be thoroughly optimized. This result is in accord with expe
mental observations of a clear signal peak in a similar pr
density range@15#, and a weaker signal at higher probe de
sities@7#. Figure 4 shows that the dynamic range near hig
target concentrations can be expanded by an increase o
probe density at expense of a substantial decrease in s
tivity.

Explicit control of the electrostatic interactions is ther
fore of obvious importance for optimization of microarray
Under the operating conditions of those devices, suppres
of the Coulomb repulsion increases the sensitivity. We exp
that this could be achieved using external fields, char
molecular surface preparations, and in three-dimensio
tu

er

lei
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~3D! arrays using probe immobilization in gels, which in
deed show solutionlike hybridization thermodynamics@16#
but suffer from the slow hybridization and washing kinetic
For 2D arrays, use of multivalent counterions for enhan
ment of the Coulomb screening, repulsion reduction@17#, as
well as the use of a positive electrostatic potential at
surface@10# may be important. In addition, replacement
DNA probes by noncharged peptide nucleic acids~Ref. @18#!
provides an interesting chemical way to lessen the unfav
able electrostatic interaction. It should be noted that the C
lomb repulsion can play a positive role in 2D hybridizatio
experiments, such as in the case for single-nucleotide p
morphism genotyping. Here simultaneous detection of mu
tions in a number of genes demands overlap in the temp
ture range of their melting curves. Increasing the melt
curve width by increase of the probe surface density or
crease of the hybridization solution ionic strength c
achieve this by our analysis.
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